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A B S T R A C T

Efforts to create computational models of consciousness have accelerated over the last two decades, creating a field that has become known as artificial consciousness. There have been two main motivations for this controversial work: to develop a better scientific understanding of the nature of human/animal consciousness and to produce machines that genuinely exhibit conscious awareness. This review begins by briefly explaining some of the concepts and terminology used by investigators working on machine consciousness, and summarizes key neurobiological correlates of human consciousness that are particularly relevant to past computational studies. Models of consciousness developed over the last twenty years are then surveyed. These models are largely found to fall into five categories based on the fundamental issue that their developers have selected as being most central to consciousness: a global workspace, information integration, an internal self-model, higher-level representations, or attention mechanisms. For each of these five categories, an overview of past work is given, a representative example is presented in some detail to illustrate the approach, and comments are provided on the contributions and limitations of the methodology. Three conclusions are offered about the state of the field based on this review: (1) computational modeling has become an effective and accepted methodology for the scientific study of consciousness, (2) existing computational models have successfully captured a number of neurobiological, cognitive, and behavioral correlates of conscious information processing as machine simulations, and (3) no existing approach to artificial consciousness has presented a compelling demonstration of phenomenal machine consciousness, or even clear evidence that artificial phenomenal consciousness will eventually be possible. The paper concludes by discussing the importance of continuing work in this area, considering the ethical issues it raises, and making predictions concerning future developments.
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“There is no security ... against the ultimate development of mechanical consciousness, in the fact of machines possessing little consciousness now”. [Samuel Butler, Erewhon, 1872]

1. Introduction

What is the nature of consciousness? Can a machine be conscious? Over the last two decades there have been increasing efforts to shed light on these questions in the field that is becoming known as artificial consciousness, or synonymously, machine consciousness. Work in this area focuses on developing computational models of various aspects of the conscious mind, either with software on computers or in physical robotic devices. Such efforts face substantial barriers, not the least of which is that there is no generally agreed-upon definition of consciousness. In this review of past computational studies that model consciousness, we will simply define consciousness to be the subjective experiences/awareness that one has when awake, following earlier suggestions that a more precise definition, given our currently inadequate scientific understanding of consciousness, is best left to the future (Crick, 1994; Searle, 2004). Some recent discussions of more formal definitions and the philosophical difficulties that these raise can be found, for example, in Block (1995), Sloman (2010) and Zeman (2001).

What would be the value of studying consciousness with machines? There are two main answers to this question. First and foremost would be to improve our scientific understanding of the nature of consciousness. At the present time, our understanding of how a physical system such as the human brain can support the subjective experiences that are at the core of a conscious mind are largely pre-scientific, and some philosophical discussions have argued that, almost by definition, the objective methods of science never will be able to shed light on consciousness due to its
subjective nature (McGinn, 2004). Individuals working on artificial consciousness obviously take a much more optimistic view of this issue, observing that computer models of specific aspects of consciousness (simulated consciousness) may prove to be useful in advancing our understanding of conscious information processing, just as computer models are useful in many other fields. The second primary motivation for work in artificial consciousness is the technological goal of creating a conscious machine (instantiated consciousness). As Samuel Butler’s comment above indicates, this is not a particularly new idea, but it is one that has only been pursued through concrete steps during the last few decades (at least since the early 1980’s; see Culbertson (1982) and Wilks (1984)). It is this aspect of work on machine consciousness that has proven most controversial. In part, interest in designing conscious machines comes from the limitations of current artificial intelligence (AI) systems. Most AI researchers and developers today take the viewpoint that one determines whether an artifact possesses intelligence based on behavioral criteria, e.g., the Turing Test (Turing, 1950). By such criteria, at present we have only “weak AI” that in most ways does not yet come close to the general intellectual abilities of the human mind. It is possible that adding conscious awareness, or information processing capabilities associated with the conscious mind, would open the door to a much more powerful and general AI technology. Past computational models are considered for inclusion in this review if and only if the investigators doing the research, or others discussing it, have explicitly claimed that the work is studying, modeling, or in some fashion examining a significant aspect of consciousness. Such a criterion is by no means perfect, but it has the advantage of bypassing definitional difficulties, effectively taking the field of artificial consciousness to be “that which its investigators are studying”. To the author’s knowledge, while there have been several past introductions to machine consciousness (Alesksander, 2007; Holland, 2009; Sun & Franklin, 2007; Taylor, 2003a), there has only been one previous systematic review (Gamez, 2008). The current review differs not only in including the many studies published since 2007, but also in providing a different classification and perspective on past work in this area. Reports of computational studies of consciousness have been increasing rapidly, and are widely scattered throughout the literature of various disciplines (such as neural computation, psychology, neuroscience, philosophy, and AI). This makes a review of the current state-of-the-art both timely and useful in collecting in one place an overview and assessment of the different approaches under study.

The material that follows begins by providing two types of background information that are intended to make this review more widely accessible: alternative philosophical views about the nature of consciousness, and some of the known neural correlates of consciousness. The focus is on summarizing concepts and terminology widely used by researchers in artificial consciousness, and on providing context for discussing some of the neurocomputational models that are based on known neural correlates. After this background information, a systematic review of a broad range of computational models related to conscious mind is provided. Every effort is made in this review to be broad, representative, and unbiased concerning the specific approaches that have been taken. The past models examined are found to fall into five categories based on the fundamental aspect of consciousness that they take to be central to the computational study involved: a global workspace, information integration, internal self-models, higher-level representations, or attention mechanisms. For each of these five approaches, three types of information are presented: (1) an overview of the approach reviewing past work that has been done in the area, (2) an example system described in more detail to illustrate the approach, and (3) an assessment of the methodology’s contributions and limitations. This review concludes by assessing the current state-of-the-art and by examining the prospects for ultimately creating a conscious machine.

Fig. 1. A sketch of some theoretical positions concerning the nature of conscious mind. Individuals developing computational models of consciousness predominantly approach the issue from a functionalist viewpoint (bottom right). See text for details.

2. The nature of consciousness

How should one view consciousness when examining its simulation or instantiation in machines? The difficulty experienced in even defining consciousness is underscored by the broad range of theories that have been put forward about its fundamental nature and its neurobiological basis (Atkinson, Thomas, & Cleeremans, 2000; Churchland, 1984; Haikonen, 2012; Kriegel, 2007; Searle, 2004). While we cannot resolve these conflicting perspectives here, we can at least be clear about the assumptions and terminology being used by most past work on artificial consciousness. We start by considering how work on artificial consciousness relates to past philosophical views, and consider some neurobiological correlates of consciousness that have inspired the computational models discussed below.

2.1. Philosophical perspectives

In the most general terms, different philosophical perspectives concerning consciousness are often viewed as falling into two broad categories, dualism and monism, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Dualism posits that there are two distinct realms of existence, the objective material universe that we perceive all around us and a subjective non-physical universe that encompasses the conscious mind. While dualism may actually be the most widely held philosophy of mind in the population at large (Churchland, 1984; Searle, 2004), it is often dismissed by scientific investigators because of its non-physical aspects, the absence of testable predictions, and its inability to explain how fundamentally different physical and non-physical universes/substances could interact (not all scientists reject dualism; for example, see Eccles (1994)). While variants such as property dualism (asserts that there are two types of properties, mental and physical) address some of these issues, dualism has rarely guided past work related to machine consciousness and so is not considered further here.

In contrast to dualism, monism assumes that there is only one realm of existence. This leads to two possibilities. The first of these, idealism, takes the position that there is only a single, subjective non-physical universe, and that the physical universe is only imagined (Goswami, Reed, & Goswami, 1993; Hutto, 2009). Again, most artificial consciousness investigators dismiss this perspective because it leads to solipsism (the belief that only one’s own mind is certain to exist), and because viewing the physical world as essentially “a dream” makes the scientific study of idealism very problematic.

We are left then with materialism (or physicalism), a viewpoint which asserts that conscious mind is a phenomenon that is part of the material/physical world. Further, and in spite of our current
ignorance concerning how consciousness arises and its apparently mysterious nature, this perspective assumes that consciousness has a scientific explanation that can ultimately be discovered. Such an explanation would demystify consciousness in the same way that scientific knowledge has, at least in part, greatly demystified the nature of previously confusing concepts such as life and intelligence.

As shown in Fig. 1, there are a variety of materialist perspectives. For example, philosophical behaviorism replaces discussion of inner mental states with analysis of behavioral dispositions, effectively avoiding the mind–brain problem all together. Eliminative materialism denies the validity of our current common sense psychological concepts (“folk psychology”), and expects that they will ultimately be replaced by a more mature conceptual framework (Churchland, 1984), thus eliminating the need to explain consciousness as it is currently conceived. If one accepts either of these first two viewpoints, then there would be little value in studying machine consciousness. Identity theory (or reductive materialism) states that mental states can be reduced to, and are effectively the same as, physical states of the brain. The mind is taken to be equivalent to the electrochemical states of biological neuronal networks. This latter viewpoint precludes the possibility of machine consciousness.

In contrast, functionalism claims that while mental states correspond to brain states, they are mental states due to their functionality, not due to their physical composition. In other words, conscious mental states are functional states (or computational states) of the brain. The term “functional state” means that a state is defined in terms of what it does, not what physical structure underlies that state. For example, a hand (a single physical object) can exist in a variety of functional states that indicate departure (waving), anger (fist), a direction (pointing), approval (thumbs up), and so forth. Functionalism argues that conscious mental states are analogous when it comes to the brain, but on a much larger and more complex scale. Further, mental states are connected via causal relationships to the body, external stimuli, behavior, and other mental states— it is these causal relationships that define the functional states of the brain. Crucially for work on artificial consciousness, and unlike with identity theory, functionalism implies that non-biological machines could possibly be created that are conscious and have a mind (“strong AI”, or “computationalism”). In such a scenario, computer hardware replaces the brain as a physical substrate, while executing software with similar functionality serves as an artificially conscious mind (Searle, 2004).

It is probably the case that the vast majority of individuals investigating the philosophical and scientific basis of consciousness today, including those developing computer models of consciousness, are functionalists (Churchland, 1984; Eccles, 1994; Searle, 2004). After all, calling a machine a “computer” is already implied by a functional definition: a computer is a device that carries out a mechanical procedure or algorithm, regardless of its size or the materials from which it is made (electronics, wheels and gears, or biological components) (Hillis, 1998). Metaphorically, the functional states of computer hardware that is executing a program can already be viewed as analogous to mental states of the brain, so if one is a functionalist, it is not such a great leap to argue that computational models of consciousness are possible and worth exploring. There is a very important distinction that is often made in the consciousness literature; this distinction arises due to the ambiguity of the word “consciousness”. Specifically, there is a crucial difference between what are referred to as the easy problem and the hard problem of consciousness (Chalmers, 1996, 2007). The easy problem refers to understanding the information processing aspects of conscious mind: cognitive control of behavior, the ability to integrate information, focusing of attention, and the ability of a system to access and/or report its internal states. Calling these problems “easy” does not mean that solving them will be easy, but that we believe that doing so will ultimately be possible in terms of computational and neurobiological mechanisms within the framework of functionalism. In contrast, the hard problem of consciousness refers to the subjective experience associated with being conscious. The term qualia (felt qualities) is often used for our subjective experiences, such as the sensation of redness we experience during a sunset, the pain of a toothache, or the smell of a rose. The mystery here (the “hard” nature of the problem) is why it feels like anything at all to be conscious (Nagel, 1974). Even if science ultimately explains the information processing mechanisms for all of the “easy” problems of consciousness, this will not explain why these mechanisms or functions do not occur without subjective awareness, but are instead accompanied by subjective experiences or qualia. In other words, there is an “explanatory gap” between a successful functional/computational account of consciousness and the subjective experiences that accompany it (Levine, 1983). The term phenomenal consciousness is often used to emphasize that one is referring specifically to the phenomena of subjective experience (qualia). This can be contrasted with the term access consciousness which refers to the availability of information for conscious processing, a decidedly functionalist concept.

To summarize, there are two important issues that should be understood in considering the past work on artificial consciousness reviewed below. First, there is an important distinction that is often made between the information processing aspects of consciousness (relates to functional theories, the easy problem of consciousness, and access consciousness) and the associated subjective experiences that accompany them (relates to phenomenal consciousness, the hard problem, and qualia). Second, the vast majority of past work in artificial consciousness has been done from the perspective of materialism (assumes there is a physical explanation of consciousness) and specifically of functionalism (assumes conscious mental states are functional states). This latter functionalist perspective, taken a priori, leaves issues related to phenomenal machine consciousness unresolved, a point that we will consider further in the Discussion.

2.2. Neural correlates of consciousness

How does consciousness relate to the brain? There is a large and growing literature on this topic in neuroscience today (Atkinson et al., 2000; Block, 2005; Crick & Koch, 2003; Koch, 2004; Metzinger, 2000b; Rees, 2009; Rees, Kreiman, & Koch, 2002; Ward, 2011). This empirical evidence concerning the mind–brain relationship is derived from a variety of sources, including physiological studies in animals, EEG and functional imaging (MRI, PET, etc.) in people, and studies of the effects of focal brain damage. In particular, much of the evidence that we consider is based upon contrastive analysis in which one compares the difference in brain activity patterns during two similar events, one of which is conscious and the other of which is very similar but unconscious. For example, it is possible under laboratory conditions to control whether or not human subjects become conscious of a written word that is seen very briefly (Dehaene et al., 2001). In such situations, patterns of brain activity seen only when the subject consciously perceives the word are an example of a neural correlate of consciousness (a brain state corresponding to a state of consciousness). The word “correlate” is chosen carefully here rather than “causes” because it can be difficult to establish causal relationships between brain activity patterns and consciousness. In the following, we briefly consider just a few of the known neurobiological observations relating to consciousness, restricting our attention to those most relevant to research on machine consciousness.
Fig. 2. Idealized sketch of a vertical cross-section of the human brain showing the two cerebral hemispheres (CH), brainstem (B), thalamus (T), ascending arousal system (R), and corpus callosum (cc).

Anatomically, the regions of the brain most closely associated with consciousness, in the sense of being awake versus asleep/comatose, include the highly interconnected thalamocortical system (Llinas Ribary, Contreras, & Pedrocena, 1998; Min, 2010; Newman, 1997; Ward, 2011) and the ascending arousal system (Posner, Saper, Schiff, & Plum, 2007; Steriade, 1996), which span a large portion of the brain. Fig. 2 summarizes the neuroanatomical organization of these systems in a simplified fashion. The ascending arousal system (located in the midline upper brainstem) and several nuclei in the thalamus (located near the midline just above the brainstem) provide diffuse activation of the cerebral hemispheres. This activation is a critical factor in conscious awareness. The pattern of activity of the cerebral hemispheres is closely related to the content of consciousness, but there is no specific region of cerebral cortex that, in isolation, is responsible for consciousness. Consistent with this picture, the types of brain damage that are correlated with loss of consciousness are localized damage in the ascending arousal system, bilateral thalamic damage, or extensive bilateral impairment of the cerebral hemispheres (Posner et al., 2007). In contrast, many other types of brain damage are not associated with loss of consciousness, including loss of sensory input, motor output, sensory-motor coordination (cerebellum), cortical language areas, pre-frontal attention mechanisms, or hippocampal regions serving memory (Koch & Tononi, 2008; Posner et al., 2007).

Contrastive analysis has demonstrated that several types of brain states correlate with consciousness. Functional imaging tests (PET, fMRI) have shown substantially lower metabolic activity throughout cortical regions, especially those in involving global activity, support consciousness as an emergent property arising from the massively parallel computations that are taking place. The neurocomputational models reviewed in the remainder of this paper are largely cast within this framework.

However, while most past work on artificial consciousness is compatible with this view, it is important to recognize that there are alternative views. Many other theories have been developed about how physical processes in the brain may produce a conscious mind. For example, it has been hypothesized that the electromagnetic fields produced by the brain may be associated with consciousness rather than being just a byproduct of the underlying electrochemical activity of neurons (John, 2002; McFadden, 2000; Pocckett, 2000), although at present there is no compelling evidence for this and some evidence that appears inconsistent with such an explanation (Pocckett, 2002). More widely discussed is that quantum physical processes may be at play (Stapp, 1993). For example, it has been hypothesized that quantum effects might relate to conscious mind by influencing the release of synaptic vesicles (Eccles, 1994) or via effects involving microtubules internal to neurons (Hamoroff & Penrose, 1996). While these latter hypotheses are intriguing, it remains unclear today whether or not quantum physics plays any special role at all in explaining conscious mind.

3. Past work on artificial consciousness

Current uncertainties concerning the nature of consciousness and its neurobiological basis form a major barrier to creating an artificial consciousness. For example, how will we even know (should we succeed) that a machine is conscious? This is not a problem specific to machines; it is a special case of the familiar other minds problem (Searle, 2004). This problem is that there is no objective way in which one can determine whether or not another person is conscious and has a mind. Rather than accept solipsism, most of us make the assumption that others are conscious based on analogy or a kind of parsimony principle: this is the simplest explanation for what we observe. This issue seems less obvious though when we ask whether animals are conscious, and if so, is there a way to characterize which living beings are conscious and which are not. This same difficulty occurs in studying machine consciousness (Prinz, 2003). While consciousness is sometimes characterized in terms of various defining features (qualitatives, subjective, sense of self, unity, situatedness, etc. (Searle, 2004)) or even measurable human behaviors such as the Glasgow and other coma scales (Posner et al., 2007), trying to apply such criteria to machines in practice is problematic.

Accordingly, there have naturally been a number of efforts to specify criteria for the presence/absence of consciousness that can be applied to a machine. These criteria generally differ in spirit from the classic Turing Test for AI in that they explicitly involve “looking under the hood” at a system’s internal mechanisms,
rather than being based solely on behavioral criteria. For example, it has been suggested that there are five tests (“axioms”) that can be used to determine the presence of minimal consciousness, roughly involving testing for the existence of perceptual, emotional and imagined internal states, and the existence of attention and planning mechanisms (Aleksander & Dunmall, 2003). These top-down criteria have occasionally been used as a benchmark to assess past designs for machine consciousness (for example, Aleksander and Morton (2007) and Starzyk and Prasad (2011)), but it has been argued that they are really targets for conscious systems rather than true axioms (Clowes & Seth, 2008), and it has also been questioned whether they “have anything to do with consciousness at all” (Haikonen, 2007a, p. 196). Another “consciousness test” inspects a machine’s architecture and functionality to determine that it is conscious if it has inner imagery and grounded inner speech, and if the machine can report that it has these phenomena, describe their contents, and recognize them as its own product, all without being pre-programmed to do so (Haikonen, 2007a). More recent proposals include a multi-level scale for comparing cognitive agents (Arrabales, Ledezma, & Sanchis, 2010), or assessing the similarity of spatiotemporal patterns of a machine’s physical states relative to those of the normal adult brain (Gamez, 2012), in the context of machine consciousness research. While these and other criteria that have been proposed are both interesting and thought provoking, from an operational point of view, none are as yet generally accepted as objective tests that can be used in practice to determine the presence/absence of machine consciousness. Many of these criteria have been subjected to substantial criticisms (see, for example, Seth (2009)).

In characterizing past work on artificial consciousness, one can distinguish between two possible objectives of specific studies: simulation versus instantiation of consciousness. Such a distinction parallels the distinction made in Section 2.1 between information processing aspects of consciousness (functionalism) and subjective experience (phenomenal consciousness). With simulated consciousness, the goal is to capture some aspect of consciousness or its neural/behavioral correlates in a computational model, much as is done in using computers to simulate other natural processes (e.g., models of weather/climate phenomena in meteorology, models of non-laminar flow in fluid dynamics, etc.). There is nothing particularly mysterious about such work; just as we would not expect to open a computer used to simulate a tropical rain storm and find it to be wet inside, we should not expect to open a computer used to model some aspect of conscious information processing and discover that “it is conscious inside”. There is no real claim that phenomenal consciousness is actually present in this situation. The results of a simulation are assessed based on the extent to which they correspond to experimentally verified correlates of consciousness such as neurophysiological measures, or on the extent to which they may contribute increased functionality to future artificial systems (Charpakou, 2005; McCauley, 2007; Sanz, Hernandez, & Sanchez-Escrnbo, 2012). In contrast, with instantiated consciousness, the issue is the extent to which an artificial system actually experiences phenomenal consciousness: does it experience qualia, and does it have subjective experiences? This is a much more difficult and controversial question that has led to considerable debate in the philosophical literature (Bishop, 2009; Molynieux, 2012; O’Regan, 2012; Schlagel, 1999).

The dichotomy between simulated and instantiated consciousness is reminiscent of the distinction between weak AI (behavioral criteria) and strong AI (artificial mind), and has, by analogy, sometimes been referred to as distinguishing between weak artificial consciousness (simulated) and strong artificial consciousness (instantiated) (Seth, 2009).

Upon first examining past work that explicitly relates to machine consciousness, one is confronted with research that is based on a wide range of philosophical perspectives, that is driven by different objectives, and that makes use of differing computational methods. However, there are recurring themes that provide a rationale for organizing these past studies into five categories based on the fundamental issue that each adopts as most central to consciousness:

1. a global workspace,
2. information integration,
3. an internal self-model,
4. higher-level representations,
5. attention mechanisms.

In this review all past work in artificial consciousness has been classified into one of these five categories. While this classification is not perfect, it does group related work together naturally, makes apparent what has (has not) been done, and seems to naturally encompass almost all past studies related to artificial consciousness. For each of these categories, three topics are covered: an overview of past work involving this type of model, a more detailed example that illustrates the key ideas of the approach, and a commentary that assesses the contributions and limitations of the approach.

3.1. Global workspace models

3.1.1. Overview

One prominent approach to modeling neural correlates of consciousness has focused on the viewpoint that consciousness provides for global information processing in the brain. As summarized in Section 2.2, an increase in globally-distributed brain activity and inter-communication between regions of the cerebral cortex is well documented during conscious mental effort, consistent with this approach (Baars, 2002; Baars et al., 2003; Massimini et al., 2005).

Work in this area has been greatly influenced by Baars’ global workspace theory (Baars, 1988, 2002). This theory views the human brain as organized into a network of specialized automatic processors that provide for sensation, motor control, language, reasoning, and so forth. Much of the processing in these modules is localized to specific brain regions and taken to be unconscious. However, in addition, there is a global workspace that is widely distributed throughout the brain, especially the cerebral cortex, and whose contents are available to (“broadcast to”) the specialized processors. The specialized processors compete to gain access to this interconnected global workspace, with such access allowing them to send/receive globally available information. In this context, conscious experience is hypothesized to emerge through the collective interactions between the specialized processors via the global workspace. More specifically, information in memory reaches consciousness when the amount of activity representing that information crosses a threshold.

Global workspace theory directly inspired an early computational model of consciousness known as IDA (Intelligent Distributed Agent) (Baars & Franklin, 2007; Franklin, 2003; Franklin & Graesser, 1999). IDA is not a neural network model. It is a multi-agent system consisting of “codelets” (Java processes) executing in parallel; these agents represent the specialized processing modules defined by global workspace theory. For example, in an application of IDA to assigning naval personnel to new tasks via a natural language dialog (Franklin, 2003), agents serve to recognize specific portions of text, categorize them, contribute information to the global workspace, and perform conditional actions. The fact that the agents communicate with each other via a global workspace implies (according to Franklin et al.) that IDA is functionally conscious (Franklin, 2003; Franklin, Strain, Snader, McCall, & Faghhi, 2012). Recent work within this framework has focused on creating an extended, more general version of the model
named LIDA (Learning IDA), on analyzing its relationships to neurobiological phenomena (Baars & Franklin, 2009; Franklin, Ramamurthy, & D’mello, 2007; Franklin et al., 2012; Raizer, Paraense, & Gudwin, 2012) and on giving it a self-model (Ramamurthy, Franklin, & Agrawal, 2012).

In contrast to IDA, most work in this area has focused on creating and studying neural global workspace models that are implemented as neural networks. An early model like this was developed for solving a Stroop task (a color word naming task) (Dehaene, Kerszberg, & Changeux, 1998), and we will consider this model in more detail below. Subsequent models often incorporated more biologically-realistic features. For example, more recent versions of the approach used in the Stroop task model incorporate explicit oscillatory behavior and spiking neurons. They and other neuronal global workspace models have been used successfully to simulate the “attentional blink” in which the second of two rapidly presented stimuli does not reach conscious awareness (Dehaene, Sergent, & Changeux, 2003; Raffone & Fantani, 2010). Other related models have emphasized the central role of the thalamus and thalamocortical interactions in global workspace theory (Harth, 1995; Newman, Baars, & Cho, 1997), or the cycles of workspace information broadcasts that alternate with competitions between specialized unconscious processors for access to the workspace (Shanahan, 2006). More recent models have incorporated spiking neurons, and systematically explored the range of models/parameters that could support processing in a global workspace (Connor & Shanahan, 2010), or the use of that processing for robotic control (Shanahan, 2008). Collectively these modeling efforts suggest that the global workspace model is a robust approach to modeling conscious information processing and its correlation with empirical data.

3.1.2. Example

Based on the concept that global brain activation is correlated with conscious mental states, Dehaene and colleagues formulated a neural global workspace model (Dehaene et al., 1998; Dehaene & Naccache, 2001; Dehaene et al., 2003). This model was used to contrast neural activity patterns when performing “routine” tasks that in humans are fairly automatic and do not require conscious effort, versus when performing effortful, conscious processing tasks. The architecture of this model is based on a network of cerebral cortex regions, each region representing either a specialized processor or the global workspace. For example, an early version of this model was devised to simulate human performance on Stroop tasks, a widely used test in cognitive psychology. With a word–color Stroop task, a subject is typically shown a temporal sequence of words that name colors (“red”, “green”…), with the words appearing in varying ink colors. The subject must read each name as it appears. With congruous input names are occurring, there was substantial processing for robotic control (Shanahan, 2008). Collectively these modeling efforts suggest that the global workspace model is a robust approach to modeling conscious information processing and its correlation with empirical data.

3.1.3. Comments

Most past work on these models has focused on simulated rather than instantiated consciousness. In other words, these models have mostly examined the global workspace as a correlate of human consciousness rather than as an approach for creating machine consciousness. There is a lot to like about the basic hypothesis that a global workspace, distributed primarily throughout cortical regions, is a key correlate of conscious mind. It fits well with contemporary views in neuropsychology concerning the distributed nature of cognition over a network of structurally and functionally interconnected cerebral cortex regions (Shanahan, 2010; Sporns, 2011). It is also consistent with the substantial scientific evidence summarized above that widespread cortical activation correlates with conscious brain states. In addition, global workspace models provide at least a partial intuitive account for the unity of consciousness, and a clear statement about what distinguishes conscious from unconscious brain activity (the former is globally distributed, the latter is localized). The notion of a global workspace also fits well with current views of working memory in cognitive psychology, providing at least a basic account of the very limited capacity of working memory (Cowan, Elliott, Saults, & Morey, 2005), as competition for global representation, something that is otherwise surprising given the size and complexity of the human brain. It can even make predictions about abnormalities that might be meaningful set of active neurons) can be present at any given time. Reinforcement learning occurs based on reward-guided Hebbian weight changes, where reinforcement signals of ±1 depend on whether the model’s response is correct/incorrect during training.

This model was trained first on naming input colors presented alone (an easy task to learn), then on naming input words when incongruous input colors are presented simultaneously (relatively easy to learn, since word–to-name connections were stronger than color–to-name connections), and finally on naming input colors when incongruous input names are presented (taken to be a difficult, effortful task). During the first two easy tasks, there was relatively little activity in the workspace layer. In contrast, during the effortful task of naming input colors when incongruous input names are occurring, there was substantial but selective activation of workspace neurons as they learned to suppress activity in the special processor region that handles input words. Increased workspace activity persists until the task becomes “routine” with few errors being made, at which point workspace activity diminishes. The authors interpret the model as matching what happens with human subjects who have correlated widespread cerebral cortex activity during conscious effortful tasks, but not during easy/routine tasks that are largely carried out by unconscious brain processing.

Fig. 3 illustrates the architecture of this neural global workspace model for simulating human performance on color–word Stroop tasks (Dehaene et al., 1998). A color name (“red” in Fig. 3) and/or its ink color (“blue”) are presented as inputs to the two different cortical regions that initially process words and colors. These regions, which use a local representation of names and colors, connect in a one-to-one fashion with output response units. Specifically, each name/color unit connects directly to just the corresponding correct response unit. Specialized processor neurons send and receive connections from workspace neurons, the latter of which have widespread excitatory and inhibitory connections between each other. Such lateral connectivity between workspace neurons is configured so that only a single “workspace representation” (a

Fig. 3. Sketch of the architecture of a neural global workspace model for a word–color Stroop task (Dehaene et al., 1998). Each rounded box represents a cortical region, and consists of a set or layer of excitatory and inhibitory neurons having sigmoidal activation functions. Localized processing occurs in the special purpose input and output layers, while global processing occurs throughout the workspace layer. Some details of the model, such as a “vigilance node”, are omitted for clarity.
expected with conscious machines. For example, mathematical analysis using the theorems of information theory suggests that machine consciousness based on a global workspace model will, after sufficient time, possibly lead to failure modes reminiscent of human inattentional blindness due to the absence of the corrective mechanisms that exist in biological systems (Wallace, 2005, 2006).

However, neural global workspace models of consciousness are not without limitations. While they capture and allow one to study an important aspect of consciousness, they have not yet shed significant light on why global information processing is a neural correlate of consciousness. There are many other multi-layer neural networks with architectures similar to global workspace models, such as neural blackboard architectures (van der Velde & de Kamps, 2006), and also AI blackboard models such as the HEARSAY system for speech interpretation (Ermak, Hayes-Roth, Lessor, & Reddy, 1980). Some of these systems deal with low-level information processing tasks that occur largely at a subconscious level. Such models have generally not been advocated as relating to simulated consciousness, making it unclear what it is about the very similar neuronal global workspace models that justifies claiming that they represent simulated consciousness. Explaining more clearly what the global workspace specifically contributes to consciousness thus remains an important research direction for work in this area. Information integration provides one potential explanation.

3.2. Information integration

3.2.1. Overview

Another approach to studying machine consciousness has focused on the viewpoint that information processing and integration is central in explaining consciousness (Agrawala, 2012; John, 2002; Tononi, Sporns, & Edelman, 1994). Usually the term “information” in this context refers to classic Shannon information theory (Shannon, 1948), although this is not always the case (Agrawala, 2012; Sloman & Chrisley, 2003). The basic idea is that the shared or mutual information among brain regions that is above and beyond their information content as individual regions enables them to interact in a constructive fashion. This information integration is viewed as a neural correlate of consciousness. Accordingly, information theory has occasionally been used to interpret neurobiological data relevant to human consciousness (for a recent review, see Gamez, 2010).

Computational work in this area has been greatly influenced by information integration theory developed by Tononi and his colleagues (Balduzzi & Tononi, 2008; Tononi, 2004, 2008; Tononi & Sporns, 2003). This theory hypothesizes that consciousness is equivalent to the capacity of a system to integrate information into a unified experience and to differentiate among a large collection of different conscious states. The theory provides a quantitative measure $\phi$ of a specific network’s ability to integrate information based on the calculated mutual information of all possible bipartitions of the network. A network’s $\phi$ value differs from earlier neural complexity measures in assessing causal interactions between network components, not just statistical dependencies (Tononi & Sporns, 2003).

Having a quantitative measure $\phi$ of a system’s ability to integrate information is a useful concept. It (hypothetically) provides an objective measure of the extent to which a system has conscious experience, and it accounts for some important properties of consciousness: the availability of a very large number of conscious experiences, the unity of each experience, and several neurobiological observations concerning consciousness (Tononi, 2004). However, integrated information theory is limited in practical value due to the computational expense of measuring $\phi$ in any but the very smallest networks. Accepting this measure implies accepting that consciousness is not an all or none phenomenon, but instead is a graded quantity. Roughly, the intuition is that the larger the value of $\phi$ is for a network, the more the components of the network causally influence one another, and thus the more conscious it is. The concept that consciousness is integrated information is claimed to explain a number of experimental observations (for example, Massimini et al. (2005)), including the close relationship of conscious mind with the thalamo-cortical system rather than other parts of the brain. Information integration theory makes other stronger claims, including that a system’s subjective experience is equivalent to its capacity to integrate information, that the “informational relations” of a system’s components define a space of qualia, and that a limited form of panpsychism holds (Tononi, 2004, 2008).

Given the practical barriers to measuring $\phi$ on any but the smallest networks, it is not surprising that relatively little computational work has been done yet within this framework, and that which has been done is fairly recent. One study has used attractor neural networks as associative memories and has been done is fairly recent. One study has used attractor neural networks as associative memories (van der Velde & de Kamps, 2006), and also AI blackboard models such as the HEARSAY system for speech interpretation (Ermak, Hayes-Roth, Lessor, & Reddy, 1980). Some of these systems deal with low-level information processing tasks that occur largely at a subconscious level. Such models have generally not been advocated as relating to simulated consciousness, making it unclear what it is about the very similar neuronal global workspace models that justifies claiming that they represent simulated consciousness. Explaining more clearly what the global workspace specifically contributes to consciousness thus remains an important research direction for work in this area. Information integration provides one potential explanation.

3.2.2. Example

Information integration theory claims that those portions of a neural network associated with high $\phi$ values are phenomenally conscious (Tononi, 2004, 2008). Starting with this hypothesis, Gamez developed a neurocontroller for a robotic vision system (Gamez, 2010). The goal of this project was to learn to look preferentially towards “positive” stimuli in the form of red blocks and away from “negative” stimuli in the form of blue blocks. Once the controller was trained, the distribution of information integration throughout the regions of the network was examined to assess the extent to which individual parts of the system could be considered to be conscious.

The architecture of the neurocontroller in this study is illustrated in Fig. 4. In this system, visual input from a movable robotic eye flows through a simulated visual system. The direction of the robotic eye’s gaze is determined by a sustained activity pattern over the Motor Cortex region that acts through a multi-layer motor control system. The system learns to associate activity patterns in the Motor Integration region with blue/red objects in the environment by competitive Hebbian learning on the connections between the Motor Integration region and the Visual Association region. Once trained, built in mechanisms (not shown in Fig. 4) direct the system to move its gaze direction away from blue blocks and towards red blocks. Of special interest here are the Emotion and Inhibition regions that gate activity in other regions.\(^1\) The Inhibition region, when active, effectively shuts off

\(^1\) The name “Emotion region” was motivated by analogy with the neuromodulatory aspects of emotions and a priori theoretical considerations (Aleksander & Dun-
the Visual Input and Motor Output regions via strong inhibitory connections, isolating the controller from the physical robot. When the controller is in this offline mode, the random activity patterns appearing in the Motor Cortex region generate potential eye gaze directions; this continues until the eye’s intended viewing position would correspond to a remembered red block in the environment. At this point, the Emotion region is activated, and it in turn shuts off the Inhibition region, bringing the controller back online. This re-connects the controller to the environment and robot eye, causing the robot’s gaze direction to shift towards the remembered red block.

Once the neurocontroller was successfully trained, its information integration properties were analyzed to determine “the distribution of consciousness” throughout its neural networks using the algorithm in Tononi and Sporns (2003). Direct use of this algorithm is computationally intractable for a network of this size (estimated to require $10^{6000}$ years on the available computing resources (Gamez, 2010, p. 30)). Accordingly, Gamez developed and validated an approximate algorithm for computing $\phi$ that is more computationally efficient and also removes some simplifying steps of the original algorithm that were inappropriate in this situation. According to integrated information theory, the subnetwork or “main complex” with the largest $\phi$ value is the conscious part of the system (Tononi & Sporns, 2003). In this specific neurocontroller, analysis unexpectedly identified the subnetwork with maximal $\phi$ as involving 91 neurons that included the entire Inhibition region, most of the Emotion region, and a few neurons each in several other regions. Further analysis calculating the “predicted consciousness per neuron” led to the conclusion that only the Emotion and Inhibition regions of the model would be significantly correlated with consciousness in this specific network.

3.2.3. Comments

The basic ideas of integrated information theory have been discussed for roughly a decade, and some of its concepts can be traced back even further to work on neural complexity measures and selectionist views of neural processing (Edelman, 1989; Tononi & Edelman, 1998; Tononi et al., 1994). However, development of neural models of consciousness specifically inspired by integrated information theory and related approaches is fairly recent. This theory is attractive in that it provides a specific, well-defined theoretical framework within which to study and quantitatively measure the extent to which a system, natural or artificial, is conscious. It seems probable that work within this context will expand in coming years. In particular, integrated information theory provides an objective, quantitative tool for assessing other theories about the nature of machine consciousness, and may become adopted for that purpose. For example, a reasonable question is how the theory’s predictions match up with global workspace theory. While it seems intuitively plausible that a global workspace would contribute to information integration in a system beyond what its associated specialized processors alone provide, this issue is just beginning to be analyzed. On the other hand, the eye movement neurocontroller described above was unexpectedly found to have a subnetwork with relatively high $\phi$ that was interpreted (within information integration theory) as the most conscious component of the system, and this subnetwork is arguably not a global workspace. Interestingly, the high-$\phi$ components of this system were effectively serving as gating circuits. Gating in neural architectures has recently received increased recognition as important to cognitive control mechanisms for working memory, something that is closely associated with conscious mind and that has been the focus or recent computational studies (O’Reilly & Frank, 2006; Sylvester, Reggia, & Weems, 2011; Sylvester, Reggia, Weems, & Bunting, 2013). Such “high-level” gating, which regulates the flow of information between “low-level” regions of a model, can also be related to the higher order theories of consciousness discussed below (Section 3.4).

On the other hand, integrated information theory faces substantial philosophical and practical barriers as a guide to machine consciousness. From a philosophical perspective, and in spite of explicit claims that subjective experience is equivalent to the capacity to integrate information (Tononi, 2004), at the present time it remains an open question as to whether the measure $\phi$ has anything to do with the subjective experience that we associate with conscious mind rather than with the information processing properties of a system (conscious or not) (Manzotti, 2012). In significant ways, the $\phi$ score seems more directly related to a system’s potential to exhibit intelligent information processing rather than subjective experience. For example, it has been shown that, with a suitable selection of synaptic weights, one can construct simple, fully connected neural networks having arbitrarily high $\phi$ values (Seth, Izhikevich, Reeke, & Edelman, 2006). According to integrated information theory, at some (unspecified) $\phi$ value such networks would therefore exhibit instantiated/phenomenal consciousness, a conclusion that is difficult for some to accept. Even if one does accept this conclusion, it is unclear that it sheds any light on the nature of consciousness (Seth, 2009). It has also been argued that this theory does not have some basic properties that any functional theory of consciousness needs to satisfy in order to be well formed, such as structural coherence (a correspondence between conscious experience and awareness) and organizational invariance (identical experiences across systems with the same functional organization) (Cerullo, 2011).

On the practical side, a major barrier to advancement in this area is that one cannot apply $\phi$ directly to neural networks of appreciable size. Further, a $\phi$ value alone does not really provide a meaningful indication of whether consciousness is present or not: without a golden standard such as the $\phi$ value for a typical
human brain to use as a comparison, it is extremely difficult to interpret what any given value of $\phi$ actually means (Gamez, 2010). Such a measurement for real brains is currently out of reach, not only because of the size of the networks involved but also because our inability to precisely characterize the detailed neural circuitry of the brain. A critical direction for future research in information integration theory is the development of computationally efficient algorithms that can be used to approximate $\phi$ values for large neural networks, a topic on which some initial work has already been done (Aleksander & Gamez, 2011; Gamez, 2010). Such algorithms might then be applied to one or more of the large-scale brain models currently under development (reviewed in Cattell and Parker (2012) and Garis, Shuo, Goertzel, and Ruiting (2010)) to provide a point of comparison for $\phi$ values measured on other networks. In addition, integrated information theory itself clearly needs further theoretical development. Since it provides precise, objective definitions and quantitative methods, it would be particularly helpful to examine whether any useful theorems can be derived from these foundations, and whether they could lead to testable predictions that could be assessed, at least through computational models. Finally, given the emergence of quantum information theory in recent years, an important issue would be how integrated information theory can carry over into this framework, and in particular, how it would relate to current theories about the quantum nature of conscious mind (see Section 2.2).

### 3.3. Internal self-models

#### 3.3.1. Overview

Self-awareness has long been viewed as a central, if somewhat poorly understood, aspect of conscious mind (Samsonovich & Nadel, 2005; Searle, 2004). Metzinger’s philosophical analysis of the first-person perspective provides a useful framework in which to consider computational efforts in this area (Metzinger, 2000a). The key idea is that our mind includes a self-model that is supported by neural activation patterns in the brain. This self-model is based on an internal representation of the spatial properties of the body referred to as a body image, a concept that can be related to the topographic and feature maps found in sensorimotor cortex (Goldenberg, 2003; Silver & Kastner, 2009). The body image is a virtual model that, while in part innate, is highly adaptable. This is consistent, for example, with the observation that cortical sensorimotor maps can change dramatically depending on the sensory patterns being received or following cortical damage (Reggia, Goodall, Revett, & Ruppin, 2000). The body image’s virtual nature is illustrated by astronauts in weightless situations who lose their subjective body axis (i.e., their spatial frame of reference), and phantom limbs where a person who has lost an arm still subjectively experiences the presence of the arm. Metzinger’s argument is that the subjective, conscious experience of a “self” arises because the body image is always there due to the proprioceptive, somatic and other sensory input that the brain constantly receives, and because of the inability of our cognitive processes to recognize that the body image is a virtual representation of the physical body. In short, within this philosophical framework, self-modeling of the body as an agent that causes one’s behavior leads to phenomenal subjectivity and conscious experience.

Building on these and similar philosophical arguments, there is a long history of suggestions by workers in AI concerning the importance of a self-model to machine intelligence (for example, Minsky (1968)). The key idea is that an intelligent agent has an internal model encompassing not just the external environment, but also including a model of itself, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). In recent years, AI and cognitive science researchers have made a number of proposals for how subjective conscious experience could emerge in embodied agents from such self-models. One suggested possibility is that self-models could lead to “strong self-reference” whereby an artificial agent that reasons about itself can reason about its own reasoning about itself, leading to a “strongly self-referring loop” (Perlis, 1997). Another possibility is that phenomenal consciousness could emerge from introspective reasoning mechanisms about perception (McDermott, 2007). It has alternatively been suggested that some key properties of a self-concept (existence, continuity over time, supervenience on a physical substrate, etc.) can form the basis for self-modeling in intelligent agents, regardless of whether or not they are embodied (Samsonovich & Ascoli, 2005). Building on this latter idea, it has been proposed that introducing a self-concept during learning is the key event in creating “computational consciousness” in suitable cognitive architectures (Samsonovich, 2007; Samsonovich & DeJong, 2005).

One specific type of internal model that is claimed to capture various features of consciousness is the virtual machine architecture (Sloman & Chrisley, 2003). In computer science/engineering, a virtual machine is a simulation of one machine, implemented in software, that runs on a different physical machine (hardware). This approach views a conscious human mind as a virtual machine (software) that is being executed by the brain (hardware), where, like the rest of the body, the brain is considered to be a machine. The “mental” states of the virtual machine are generally but not necessarily causally connected to one another, consistent with a functional view of consciousness. Self-modeling occurs in a suitable virtual machine when the machine develops concepts for categorizing and labeling its own states as sensed by internal monitors. In this context, qualia are defined to be what virtual machines “refer to when referring to the objects of internal self observation” (Sloman & Chrisley, 2003). In other words, qualia are viewed as being a side-effect of having an executive or meta-management component as part of the virtual machine that allows it to examine its own internal functioning and representations. These investigators recognize that many people would object to this characterization of qualia because it fails to address the hard problem of consciousness. Their response to this is “the fact that many people do think like this is part of what needs to be explained by any theory of consciousness” (Sloman & Chrisley, 2003).
Given the rich history of using internal models in robotics, it is perhaps not surprising that a number of other studies concerning self-modeling as the basis for artificial consciousness have been done in the context of physical or simulated robots. For example, the humanoid robot CRONOS has been studied in this fashion (Holland, 2007; Holland & Goodman, 2003). CRONOS’ controller includes a self-model, implemented as a physics-based rigid body simulator, that interacts with a separate internal model of the robot’s external environment. This self-model is intended to process sensory information and to move in a fashion identical to the physical robot, based on the state of the external environment model. The claim is that this process qualitatively reflects the cognitive contents of human consciousness, from a functional perspective, and that human phenomenal consciousness is rooted in a roughly equivalent internal self-model or body image in the brain (Holland, 2007).

Another robotics study has focused more explicitly on self-awareness (Katayama & Takeno, 2011; Takeno, 2011, 2013). This work, done over a period of several years, has studied “conscious robots” that are controlled by recurrent neural networks that undergo supervised learning. A central focus of this work is handling temporal sequences of stimuli, predicting the event that will occur at the next time step from past and current events. The predicted next state and the actual next state of the world are compared at each time step, and when these two states are the same a robot is declared to have instantiated consciousness (“consistency of cognition and behavior generates consciousness” (Takeno, 2011)). In support of this definition of consciousness, these expectation-driven robots have been shown to be capable of self-recognition of themselves in a mirror (Takeno, 2008). Such a demonstration was motivated by past studies involving a mirror test of self-awareness in which scientists examined whether animals recognize that the image they see in a mirror is themselves and not another animal of the same species (Gallup, 1970). In this case it was possible to have a small commercial robot (Khepera II) imitate the movements of its own image as reflected in a mirror (Fig. 5(b)). Because this was done more successfully than imitating the movements of other robots, the investigators claim that it represents self-recognition (Takeno, 2008). Other recent work has also demonstrated robot mirror self-recognition as well as self-recognition of a robot’s own arm when observed visually, but this has been motivated by practical concerns rather than by issues related to artificial consciousness (Gold & Scassellati, 2007).

3.3.2. Example

Why might the brain have evolved to support self-models? While the usefulness of an internal model of the environment seems evident, it is less clear what advantages would accrue to an embodied agent from having a self-model. Efforts to examine this issue and to create robust robots include Bongard and colleagues’ study of “resilient machines” that incorporate self-modeling (Bongard, Zykov, & Lipson, 2006). This work used a four-legged physical robot, where each multi-jointed leg has both touch and position sensors and is moved by multiple motors. Initially, the robot has no information about how its legs are connected to its body or about their lengths, and it does not know how to move its legs in a coordinated fashion to propel itself forward. It must learn a body image via a trial-and-error process of attempted movements.

The robot used in this study goes through repeated hypothesis-and-test cycles to construct its body image (Fig. 5(c)). Starting with a randomly generated action and the sensory feedback resulting from that action, a set of candidate self-models (body images) is generated—this is the hypothesis phase of the cycle. Each self-model is encoded as 16 parameters that indicate where its body parts are attached to one another. An action is then selected that is judged most likely to help the robot discriminate among the candidate self-models. Action selection is done via a search process during which the robot “imagines” (explicitly simulates) the expected sensory results that would occur with different actions, and then selects the action that is expected to produce the most disagreement among predictions made by the different candidate models. The physical robot then performs this selected action and receives sensory feedback—the test phase of the cycle. Based on comparisons between predicted and actual sensory results, the robot constructs a new set of candidate self-models by making random changes to the existing ones and keeping such modifications if they improve the model’s prediction (a form of hill climbing). After a number of hypothesis-and-test cycles like this, the robot’s ability to move effectively is assessed. This is done by generating a locomotion sequence that is executed by the physical robot and then measuring how far it actually moves within a given time period. Relative to baseline algorithms using random data acquisition, robot movement based on self-model-driven acquisition of sensory data was significantly more likely to produce successful robot behaviors. Similarly, following damage to the physical robot, such as reduction in a leg’s length, the self-model-driven robot was better able to accurately model its altered form and to change its motor control mechanisms so that it could continue to move effectively.

Bongard and colleagues argued that the learning of predictive self-models in their robot could inform future investigation of higher levels of machine cognition (Bongard et al., 2006). Other discussion of this work has gone further in suggesting that this kind of self-modeling is an important step towards achieving self-awareness and consciousness (Holland, 2007). The periods of offline “imagination” of the consequences of actions based on the robot’s self-modeling has even been interpreted as “robotic dreams” and related to the role of dream sleep in people (Adami, 2006; Conduit, 2007). The sense is that, as more neurobiologically realistic formulations of self-modeling emerge, it should be possible to use them to better understand the role of self-modeling in human conscious cognitive processes and the neural correlates of these processes.

3.3.3. Comments

The artificial systems described in this section have focused on awareness of self as a critical aspect of consciousness. These systems either explicitly incorporate a self-model, or they have properties that allow them to distinguish self from “other” and in that sense implicitly incorporate a self-model. In either case, a key aspect of a self-model is that it has predictive value, allowing an agent to set up expectations for what is about to occur, an ability that has previously been argued to be associated with consciousness (Ascoli, 2005). The concept that an internal self-model is a crucial aspect of consciousness is thus quite appealing. It is widely recognized in engineering that models of the external environment can be useful aspects of robotic control, such as in effectively navigating the environment or in recovering from unexpected changes. Work on self-models extends this recognition of the usefulness of models to include self-models (Hart & Scassellati, 2011). As we just saw, it has been possible to demonstrate, for example, that a self-model can enable a robotic device to restore functionality following sudden, unexpected damage. This is a significant observation because it establishes one potential way in which self-modeling can contribute to an embodied agent’s fitness, and thus may help to explain in part why self-modeling (and by extension, consciousness) may have evolved. Such an idea is consistent with an earlier proposal by the evolutionary biologist Dawkins that evolution of the ability of the brain to simulate may have culminated in consciousness when such simulation of the world became sufficiently complex that it could incorporate a self-model (Dawkins, 1976, p. 69).
In contrast to the past work on global workspace models and integrated information that was described in previous sections, the work reviewed here has focused much more on producing more effective artificial agents than on explaining or understanding the neural correlates of consciousness. A major limitation of this work is that most of the self-models developed to date are quite simple and deal only with low level sensory and motor processing. Predictions have focused on what sensory input to anticipate next, or the outcome to be expected from taking a certain action. These types of predictions do not come close to capturing the richness of human meta-knowledge about other aspects of the self such as one’s own cognitive processes. Important directions for future research thus include extending self-modeling to more complex cognitive processes, relating it to self-referential mathematical formalisms (Goertzel, 2011), understanding how self-modeling relates to the brain’s ability to simulate behavior and perception (Hesslow, 2002; Hesslow & Jerenhed, 2007; Revonsuo, 2006), and in general to better relate work in this area to neurobiological correlates of consciousness.

3.4. Higher-level representations

3.4.1. Overview

In this section we consider an alternative view that conscious mental states are distinguished from unconscious mental states by their level of representation. The term representation is used here to mean any pattern of information or encoding that denotes something. This term is widely used in reference to computational work in cognitive science and related fields. For example, in symbolic AI, it is common to refer to the knowledge representation problem, which is concerned with which data structures (rules, causal associations, etc.) are best suited for expressing human expert knowledge in a form that can be processed by a machine. In neural networks, it is often said that a pattern of activity over a set of neurons provides a representation of some concept, and that the trained synaptic weights on the connections of a network provide a representation of what has been learned. Relating the opaque, distributed representations often learned by neural networks to symbolic representations that are more human-understandable is an active and challenging research problem (Huynh & Reggia, 2011, 2012; Monner & Reggia, submitted for publication).

Theoretical arguments and some early recurrent neural network models of conscious brain activity hypothesized that attractor states, certain specific neural activity patterns (“bubbles”), or even the explicit encoding of information in general, are associated with, or characterize, consciousness (Aleksander, 1996; O’Brien & Opie, 1999; Taylor, 1997). The difficulty with this hypothesis is that there are many physical systems that are generally not viewed as conscious that have such attractor states/activity patterns, leading to the suggestion that just representing consciousness in such a fashion is not helpful: it may relate to the content of consciousness, but it is defective in that it involves no “internal experience” (Taylor, 2003a). It has been suggested that some of this difficulty may be ameliorated by taking trajectories, rather than instantaneous patterns, in the state space of possible activation patterns as representational primitives for qualia and subjective experience (Fekete & Edelman, 2011). In contrast to these past viewpoints, the following models generally postulate that conscious mental activity uses a higher level of representation than unconscious mental activity. The distinction between higher and lower levels of representation can take different forms. We consider two particular versions of this functionalist approach to studying consciousness computationally: models based on symbolic versus neural levels of representation, and models based on the concept of higher-order thoughts.

The CLARION system illustrates the use of a representational difference approach to understanding consciousness (Sun, 1997, 1999, 2002; Sun & Franklin, 2007). CLARION is a complex cognitive architecture incorporating both declarative and procedural knowledge, a motivational subsystem representing goals and drives, and cognitive control mechanisms. The key point of interest here is that this system is explicitly intended to explain consciousness based on a distinction between local/symbolic versus distributed/neural representations. In other words, the components of CLARION are organized in terms of two levels of information processing, conscious and unconscious, that interact with one another. Conscious information processing is based on a local or high-level symbolic representation of information: each concept is represented by localized activation of an individual node in a network, and production rules are used to capture procedural knowledge. In contrast, unconscious processing is based on a distributed or low-level representation of information: a concept is represented by a sub-symbolic pattern of activity across a neural network, with many nodes participating in representing a single concept, and the activity patterns representing different concepts overlapping with one another. This representational distinction matches the fact that conscious aspects of cognition are directly accessible—they are transparent in the sense that they can be reported using language. In contrast, unconscious aspects of cognition are inaccessible in this sense—they are opaque/implicit and cannot be reported through language. CLARION has been impressively successful in accounting for a variety of psychological data in different contexts (reaction time studies, grammar learning, solving Tower of Hanoi problems, and others) (Sun, 2002; Sun & Franklin, 2007). It provides a principled, explicit separation between conscious and unconscious information processing that distinguishes it from many other general cognitive architectures (reviewed in Sun and Franklin (2007)).

Other studies examining the prospects for creating self-consciousness in physical robots have also emphasized the importance of levels of representation. For example, Kitamura and colleagues studied a five-level “consciousness-based architecture” robotic controller where the lowest level is a reactive, reflex-based module, while the highest, most conscious level is a symbolic rule-based module that directs overall movement strategies (Kitamura, Tahara, & Asami, 2000). This approach was successfully implemented in a pair of Khepera robots and used to control their behavior in a pursue-and-capture situation. The claim is that a conscious self emerges at the highest levels of this robot when tasks become effortful. In other words, when automatic, mostly reflexive actions on the lower levels are blocked, the higher levels are brought into action to simulate conscious directing of effortful tasks. More recently, a comparable four-level cognitive architecture named CERA-CRANIUM was proposed and implemented using both simulated and physical Pioneer 3DX robots (Arrabales, Ledezma, & Sanchis, 2009). Although originally inspired by global workspace theory, these authors suggest that qualia and conscious experience arise just in the highest cognitive level of this architecture because, instead of directly accessing sensory data, it indirectly processes percepts and treats them as if they are spatially located in the outside world.

Chella and colleagues have also emphasized multiple levels of representation as they relate to perceptual information processing in physical robots (Chella, 2007; Chella, Frixione, & Gagli, 2008). This work involves an operational mobile robot that serves as a museum tour guide. Three levels of representation are used: a “sub-conceptual area” concerned with low-level processing of sensor data, an intermediate “conceptual area” that organizes the lower level sensory data into conceptual categories and structured information, and a higher-level “linguistic area” based on first-order predicate calculus. The conceptual area serves as a bridge...
to ground the symbols used in the linguistic area; it is pre-symbolic and organized as a metric space in which clusters of concepts can form. In contrast, the high-level linguistic space is a semantic network of symbols and their relationships related to the robot’s perceptions and actions, and it is here that predictive logical inferences occur, setting up expectations for subsequent events in the conceptual area. These investigators claim that the source of self-consciousness in cognitive architectures like this are higher-order representations of a robot’s low-level first-order perceptions of the external world (Chella et al., 2008). Higher-order representations at the linguistic level are taken to be metapredicates that describe the robot’s perceiving its situation and actions.

The emphasis on higher-order representations of low level perceptions links the above studies to a rich history of philosophical discussions concerning the nature of mind. Higher-order thought (HOT) theory (Rosenthal, 1996), and other higher-order theories in philosophy (Carruthers, 2005; Hellie, 2009; Lycan, 2009), provide well-known functionalist arguments for casting the problem of separating conscious from unconscious mental states as being a problem of representational differences. Rather than viewing consciousness as being an intrinsic property of a mental state, HOT theory views it as a relational property: it depends on the relations between different mental states. Specifically, HOT theory postulates that a mental state S is conscious to the extent that there is some other mental state (a “higher-order thought”) that directly refers to S or is about S. This idea is hierarchical, or transitive, in the sense that a higher-order mental state might itself also be conscious if there is some other mental state that directly refers to it. It has been suggested that artificial systems with higher-order representations consistent with HOT theory could be viewed as conscious, even to the extent of having qualia, but only if they use grounded symbols (Rolls, 1997, 2007).

Recent work has begun to investigate such possibilities using neurocomputational models. More specifically, HOT theory has served as a framework for developing metacognitive networks in which some components of a neural architecture, referred to as higher-order networks, are able to represent, access, and/or manipulate information about other parts (lower-order networks) (Cleeremans, Timmermans, & Pasquali, 2007). In practice, this has involved architectures having a first-order network that performs a primary task such as pattern classification, and a second-order network that observes states of the first-order network as the basis for making decisions on a secondary task. It is the second-order network’s learned reference to the first-order network’s internal representations that makes the latter functionally conscious, according to HOT theory. A simple example of this kind of model is provided by an error backpropagation network that has the primary task of classifying input images of simple numeric digits (Cleeremans et al., 2007). The architecture of this model is shown in Fig. 6(a). The second-order network receives inputs solely from the hidden layer of the first-order network, and learns to output whether the first-order network’s answer for the current input pattern is correct or not. In effect, the extent to which the second-order network’s output is accurate is interpreted to be the extent to which the system is “consciously aware” of the first-order network’s internal representation. The second-order network learns simultaneously with the first-order network, initially adopting a strategy of always deciding that the first-order network is incorrect. As the first-order network increasingly learns the primary task, the second-order network’s initial strategy performs poorly until it ultimately learns features

3 To ground a symbol means to associate it with the absolute and/or event that it refers to in the external world (Harnad, 1990).

3 Optimal here means that the subject wagered high when correct on the primary task, and low when incorrect on the primary task.

of the first-order network’s hidden layer representations that discriminate correct from incorrect digit classifications. These investigators claim that “conscious experience occurs if and only if an information processing system has learned about its own representation of the world” (Cleeremans et al., 2007).

3.4.2. Example

Metacognitive nets have been applied to several tasks, of which we consider one here to illustrate the potential effectiveness of this approach. Our example models experimental data related to blindsight (Pasquali, Timmermans, & Cleeremans, 2010). The oxymoron blindsight refers to a syndrome in which individuals with damage to their primary visual cortex are able to respond correctly to visual stimuli to which they are blind, i.e., to which they cannot consciously see (Weiskrantz, 2009). Such individuals will be unable to verbally report properties of stimuli, such as location or movement direction, in their blind visual field, but when forced to guess can be remarkably accurate. It is hypothesized that blindsight occurs due to subcortical pathways that bypass primary visual cortex and transmit visual information to other downstream cortical visual areas, weakly activating these regions relative to when the primary visual cortex is intact.

In a recent behavioral study, a subject with blindsight made wagers about the correctness of his “guesses” concerning the presence/absence of visual stimuli (Persaud, Mcleod, & Cowey, 2007). This post-decision wagering was intended to be an objective measure of the subject’s conscious awareness of his own performance. As might be expected, the subject’s wagers were usually optimal for suprathreshold stimuli in intact portions of his visual field, and usually arbitrary for subthreshold stimuli (i.e., optimal wagers occurred at roughly a chance level in the latter situation even though the subject was frequently correct about the occurrence or not of stimuli). Pasquali and colleagues used a metacognitive architecture structured as shown in Fig. 6(b) to simulate such post-decision wagering (Pasquali et al., 2010). The hidden layer in this model’s second-order network (comparator layer in Fig. 6(b)) was atypical in that it consisted of nodes that received connections from corresponding pairs of input and output nodes in the first order network. The comparator layer’s incoming connections were hardwired and non-adaptive. Activity patterns over the comparator layer were interpreted as meta-representations and argued to play a crucial role in the emergence of conscious perceptions. The first-order and second-order networks of the intact model were trained simultaneously, forming the correct to localize input stimuli and the latter to produce optimal wagers (decisions about decisions). To subsequently simulate a blindsight subject, subthreshold stimuli were modeled using stimuli that were degraded by the introduction of noise. The model’s performance reasonably matched that of the human blindsight subject: wagers were usually optimal for suprathreshold stimuli, and usually not for subthreshold stimuli (i.e., optimal wagers occurred at chance levels). While the investigators do not claim their model has instantiated conscious in any sense, they do conclude that the higher-order representations formed in this and their other metacognitive models capture the core mechanisms of HOT theories of consciousness (Pasquali et al., 2010).

3.4.3. Comments

Distinguishing between conscious and unconscious mental states based on level of representation relates to a number of past
Consciousness theories in philosophy about the nature of consciousness (Conrad & Sun, 2007), to widely discussed issues surrounding symbolic information processing in both natural and artificial neural networks, and to formal models of representational relations in theories of consciousness (Bosse, Jonker, & Treur, 2008). For example, there are well known opinions that consciousness is based on language (Jaynes, 1976), and is thus a very recent event in evolutionary history that, by implication, is not present in animals. The high-level syntactic manipulation of symbols in language processing has also been argued to be closely related to HOT theories (Rolls, 1997, 2007). However, given the strong left hemisphere specialization for language in most people, the hypothesis that language is a fundamental basis of consciousness is difficult to sustain: there is substantial evidence that the right hemisphere as well as the left supports consciousness (reviewed in Keenan, Rubio, Raciotto, Johnson, and Barnacz, 2005), and sudden severe damage to the left hemisphere with accompanying aphasia is no more likely to be associated with loss of consciousness than is comparable right hemisphere damage (Posner et al., 2007, pp. 151–152.). While a number of computational models of hemispheric specialization have been studied (Reggia & Levitan, 2003), only one has explicitly examined issues related to consciousness (Cook, 1999). This latter work suggested that, while aspects of conscious information processing are represented bilaterally in the brain, left hemisphere activity can be viewed as the “nucleus” of consciousness, while right hemisphere activity is the “fringe” of consciousness (Galin, 1996).

Linking the study of artificial consciousness to HOT theories and to other related higher-order theories (Carruthers, 2005; Hellie, 2009) ties this work to a rich history in philosophy of mind that has attempted to deflate the mysteriousness of consciousness. Metacognitive networks based on post-decision wagering provide a well-defined, concrete framework within which to study the implications of HOT theories, regardless of the extent to which such wagering is or is not a direct measure of awareness (Persaud, Mcleod, & Cowey, 2008; Seth, 2008). Further, HOT theories provide a context in which self-modeling as the basis for consciousness can also be examined. Hints of such a unification of HOT and self-modeling approaches to consciousness can in fact already be found in some of the work discussed earlier in this review (Chella et al., 2008; Cox, 2007; Gordon, Hobbs, & Cox, 2011; Samsonovich & Ascoli, 2005). Focusing on level of representation also links the models discussed in this section to a large AI literature on metareasoning/metacognition, although researchers in this latter area have been motivated more by trying to improve machine reasoning abilities rather than by explicitly trying to understand consciousness (Cox, 2011; Hart & Scassellati, 2011).

Models of conscious information processing based on level of representation also face some important challenges. For example, contemporary computers are generally believed by many people not to be conscious, and yet symbolic processing is widely done on computers, suggesting (according to some of the theories described in this section) that they are conscious. A similar situation occurs with HOT Theory: modern computers have monitoring systems that keep track of their internal states, indicating that they are conscious according to HOT theory (Rey, 1983). Does HOT theory really solve the hard problem of consciousness, as is sometimes claimed (Rolls, 1997, 2007), being able to account for the existence of qualia? At present this remains controversial. A recent review of higher-order representation theories of consciousness has discussed several objections to such theories (Lycan, 2009). A particularly important direction for future research is to make testable, falsifiable predictions based on the kinds of models discussed in this section, predictions that can address such past critiques. It is also important to get a better understanding about how different levels of representation can interact effectively. This latter issue is closely coupled to active research topics in cognitive science and AI concerning symbol grounding and how compositional symbol processing can be mapped onto neural networks that use a distributed representation of information (Chella, 2007; Chella et al., 2008; Monner & Reggia, 2011, submitted for publication).

3.5. Attention mechanisms

3.5.1. Overview

At each moment in time, a person is only consciously aware of a fraction of the ongoing stream of visual, auditory, touch and other sensory information being received. The attention mechanisms that actively select what we attend to have the ability to focus on behaviorally important aspects of sensory information, selecting, for example, which specific seen object to attend to based on its location in space, what type of object it is, and/or its general properties. A very large amount of research in cognitive psychology has demonstrated that attention mechanisms are controlled by both bottom-up (exogenous) and top-down (endogenous) processes in the brain that operate over many levels, from subcortical nuclei through a network of interconnected cortical regions (Buschman & Miller, 2007; Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Crick, 1984; Kastner, 2009; Prinz, 2003; Shipp, 2004). Experimental studies, using techniques that range from single-neuron recording to functional imaging, have consistently shown that these attention mechanisms modulate incoming sensory information, attenuating irrelevant neural activity and accentuating activity representing external objects that are the focus of attention (Kanwisher & Wojciulik, 2000; Reynolds & Chelazzi, 2004).

Attention and conscious awareness are not equivalent processes, but normally they are closely linked and highly correlated (Koch & Tsuchiya, 2006; Lamme, 2003; Treisman, 2009). It is therefore not surprising that several studies related to artificial consciousness have concentrated on modeling attention mechanisms as the basis for developing a better understanding of consciousness. Such work has been done from two perspectives. First,
there are models that treat attention mechanisms, in and of themselves, as representing conscious information processing, effectively equating a system’s attending to a topic and the system being conscious of that topic at a functional level. Second, and in contrast, there are other models that identify a specific aspect or component of attention mechanisms as being responsible for any associated conscious awareness.

We first consider several models that effectively take attention mechanisms to be the functional basis of consciousness. For example, an approach like this was used by Tinsley (2008) who describes a computational model in which an attention network’s output is simply taken to be a conscious representation of a stimulus. The model consists of a multi-layer network of topographic brain regions composed of simulated spiking neurons. Different sensory modalities are processed in parallel, culminating in a “selector super-model region” that provides the model’s output. Sensory modality and/or stimulus location can be used to select what part of the input activity pattern at any moment reaches the model’s output and thus enters consciousness. While the implementation of this model is fairly abstract and limited in size, it illustrates how attentional gating mechanisms can act to select the content of “conscious representations” in topographically-structured networks.

Haikonen (2003, 2007a, 2007b) offers a very different design for attention mechanisms and their relationship with consciousness. This approach proposes a conscious machine based on a number of properties, including inner speech and the machine’s ability to report its inner states. The machine is composed of a collection of inter-communicating modules that are similar to the unconscious specialized processors in global workspace theory, but in this case there is no separate global workspace. Instead, the specialized modules communicate with one another, operating in the same fashion regardless of whether the overall system is considered to be conscious or unconscious. The distinction between a topic being conscious or not is based on whether the machine as a whole attends to that topic, as follows. At each moment of time, each specialized module of the machine can broadcast information about the topic/problem it is addressing to all of the other modules. Each broadcasting module competes to recruit other modules to attend to the same topic that it is processing. In effect, the overall machine’s attention mechanism is not captured in a separate localized module as is often the case in other attention models, but instead is based on this distributed competitive determination of what the specialized modules collectively work on. The subject of this unified collective focus of attention is claimed to enter consciousness. Specifically, “the machine becomes ‘conscious’ about a topic when the various modules cooperate in this way in unison and focus their attention on the percepts about this topic” (Haikonen, 2007a, p. 187). Recently implemented in a robot (Haikonen, 2012), this design suggests that a machine can only be conscious of one topic at a time, and that it can be self-aware if its collective of modules are all working on a topic that involves the machine itself. Like global workspace theory, this model is consistent with neurobiological evidence that conscious brain states are associated with global communication between cerebral cortex regions (Massimini et al., 2005).

Recently a similar model of consciousness based on attention mechanisms has been proposed (Starzyk & Prasad, 2011). This model addresses embodied intelligent agents such as those typically modeled in AI as biologically-inspired cognitive architectures. The claim in this case is that an embodied agent must have a central executive system that monitors all aspects of a machine’s behavior, including unconscious aspects, in order for machine consciousness to occur. Crucially, the appearance of consciousness is claimed to depend on the executive’s attention mechanisms; the control of attention switching between topics is the “core mechanism for conscious selection of the attention spotlight and this drives the machine consciousness” (Starzyk & Prasad, 2011, p. 269). This framework is reminiscent of Haikonen’s model in that there is no central location of decision making, and in the use of competing signals/messages between the physically distributed modules that direct the machine’s behavior. While this design has also not been implemented, this model is claimed to be in agreement with previously published tests for machine consciousness (Aleskander & Dunmall, 2003).

Another related study has addressed how control systems must deal with extensive information processing and attention control demands, emphasizing that any such system must cope with having limited information processing resources (Coward & Gedeon, 2009). The point is that this issue of “bounded rationality” must be faced by any potentially conscious machine, and that it constrains the kinds of architectures that are appropriate to consider (modular, hierarchical, etc.). A multi-layer recommendation architecture modeled after cerebral cortex structure is suggested as a general remedy to this problem, and it is argued that this architecture may contribute to understanding self-awareness and the existence of qualia.

In part, past approaches based on global workspace theory and virtual machines are criticized for not adequately addressing the issue of limited resources, especially given the importance of learning to conscious cognitive processing.

While the models we have just considered effectively equate a system attending to a topic and that topic’s access to conscious processing, other attention-based models have instead identified some specific aspect or component of an attention mechanism that is responsible for a topic entering consciousness. An early model like this addressed the attention mechanisms involved in classical conditioning, claiming that the different processing afforded to novel stimuli is the key factor in a stimulus entering conscious awareness (Gray, Buhusi, & Schmajuk, 1997). In contrast to the automatic unconscious processing of familiar stimuli, a novel stimulus activates specific neural circuitry forming a separate novelty system that increases the attention system’s activity and accelerates learning. This transition from low to high levels of attention is taken to be the transition from unconscious to conscious modes of processing. This model has been mapped onto neuroanatomical structures, and it has been related to latent inhibition occurring during classical conditioning and to the cognitive abnormalities that are characteristic of schizophrenia (Gray et al., 1997).

More recently, Kuipers (2005, 2008) has proposed a model in which conscious processing arises from the symbol grounding aspect of attention mechanisms. Any cognitive agent, be it a robotic controller or the human brain, faces a major problem in selecting which portions of the continuous, massive amounts of sensory data being received deserve attention. For an AI agent using symbolic memory storage and inference methods, such selective attention can be implemented via “trackers”. A tracker is a symbolic pointer into the overwhelming data stream (“the fire hose of experience”) that maintains over time a correspondence between a high-level, symbolically represented concept and its continually changing low-level representation in the data stream. In effect, the part of the attention mechanism that performs symbol grounding, anchoring structured symbolic representations to selected spatio-temporal segments of the sensory data stream, is taken to be responsible for consciousness. The claim is that any system organized in this fashion, having both bottom-up and top-down attention mechanisms that create trackers along with a reasoning system of control laws that makes use of these grounded symbols, is genuinely instantiated conscious, has subjective experiences corresponding to qualia, and has a sense of self-awareness (Kuipers, 2005). While a system like this has not
been implemented yet, the plausibility of its basic concepts have been evaluated by assessing their ability to meet the eleven criteria that Searle (2004) has argued any philosophical–scientific theory of consciousness should satisfy (Kuipers, 2008). The conclusion of this evaluation was that the essential features of consciousness can, in principle, be implemented in an embodied machine that has sufficient computational power (Kuipers, 2008). However, it has recently been argued that the dimensionality reduction implied by symbolic trackers is just the opposite of what is needed to create phenomenal machine consciousness (Chella & Gaglio, 2012).

Finally, two separate studies have suggested that the efference copy (or corollary discharge) associated with top-down control mechanisms is a vital feature of the neural mechanisms underlying consciousness. An efference signal or corollary discharge is a copy of the output of a control system that is fed back to input regions of the control system, as explained further below. Cotterill (1995, 1996, 1997, 1998) has long theorized that efference copies, generated by premotor and supplementary motor cortex and sent to sensory regions of posterior cortex, are a critical aspect of information being attended to and becoming conscious in the brain. This theory is largely based on efference copies of muscle control signals, and was a key feature of the design of CyberChild, a system intended for studying consciousness whose complex neural controller was strongly based upon neuroanatomical structures of the human brain (Cotterill, 2003). Independently, similar ideas derived from engineering control theory rather than neuroanatomical considerations were investigated, and they were extended from motor control mechanisms to attention control mechanisms by Taylor (2003b).

3.5.2. Example

Over the last decade, John Taylor and his colleagues studied a neurocomputational model of how consciousness could arise from attention mechanisms (Taylor, 2003a, 2007, 2012). This model, known as the Corollary Discharge of Attention Movement (CODAM) model, is founded on adopting an engineering control theory perspective of attention. Basic control theory, with its use of feedforward and feedback modules, has been very successful in general at creating effective neurocomputational motor control systems for directing robot movements (Norgaard, Ravn, Poulsen, & Hansen, 2000; Oh, Gentili, Reggia, & Contreras-Vidal, 2012) and also for understanding brain mechanisms of motor control (reviewed in Taylor (2003b)). Based on the close relationship between attention and consciousness, Taylor hypothesized that these same engineering approaches, converted to serve as models for controlling attention rather than physical movements, could generate insight into the neurobiological basis of consciousness.

Fig. 7(a) shows a generic scheme for the brain’s arm movement control as it is viewed from an engineering perspective. An executive system (pre-frontal cortex) generates a target arm movement that is converted by an “inverse model” into control signals that direct appropriate arm muscle contractions. Proportioceptive and visual feedback to a monitoring system specifies the actual movement that results. In addition, an efference copy of the outgoing control signals, serving as the corollary discharge, generates feedback to the monitor specifying the predicted resulting movement. An advantage of the corollary discharge feedback via a forward model in engineering control systems is that it allows the controller to react much faster to errors than were it to wait for the actual sensory feedback which is somewhat delayed. There is substantial evidence that such a forward model for motor control is used in the brain (Taylor, 2003b), and it is this motor corollary discharge that was earlier suggested to be critical to consciousness (Cotterill, 2003).

The hypothesized CODAM model is intended to be an analogous model for controlling changes in the focus of attention, or “attention movements”, rather than changes in motor control (Taylor, 2003b, 2007). Fig. 7(b) shows a slightly simplified version of the CODAM model of the brain’s top-down attention control mechanisms, where the components are arranged to emphasize the analogy with the brain’s more established motor control system. The executive system (dorsolateral pre-frontal cortex) sends top-down control signals via an inverse model (parietal cortex) that selectively modulate posterior sensory cortex input, amplifying inputs deserving of attention and reducing other inputs that are to be filtered out of the sensory stream. Taylor hypothesized that, just as with physical movement control, the inverse model produces a corollary discharge that quickly tells a monitoring system (cingulate gyrus and parietal lobe) the predicted changes in the focus of attention. The corollary discharge is postulated to redirect the focus of attention as needed, and to contribute to error correction.

Implementations of the CODAM model have been applied to a number of tasks used by cognitive psychologists to study human attention mechanisms. In several cases the results produced, such as when modeling the attentional blink or change blindness, have been qualitatively similar to those seen with human subjects, providing support for the basic assumptions of the model (Taylor & Fragopanagos, 2007). Most recently, an analysis of fMRI, MEG and EEG activity during various attention-related tasks concluded that there was substantial support for the existence of a corollary discharge signal in the human brain (Taylor, 2012).

The CODAM model is a well-developed theory of the cognitive control mechanisms for attention, but how does it relate to consciousness? The basic argument is that consciousness is specifically due to the corollary discharge signal (Taylor, 2003b, 2007). The central claim is that this signal, buffered in the monitor, is directly responsible for the conscious experience of ownership of actions that control one’s attention to various topics. Such ownership can be viewed as “the most primitive form of self-knowledge” (Taylor, 2003b). It provides a sense of agency—a sense that the self is responsible for the actions being taken by one’s own cognitive control mechanisms. In this way the CODAM model provides a bridge to the other models of consciousness discussed earlier that are based on self-models, suggesting a mechanism by which the self’s perception of ownership and agency might arise.
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3.5.3. Comments

The computational models of attention mechanisms described in this section differ from a number of other past neural models of attention in being related explicitly to conscious information processing by their developers. To date these studies have been fairly evenly divided between those that are directed towards improving our understanding of natural consciousness and those that are focused on developing methods to produce artificial consciousness in machines. Given the central role of neurobiological mechanisms for attention in determining the contents of human consciousness, these models are intuitively plausible: they attempt to leverage our improving scientific understanding of attention control to get a handle on the fundamental nature of consciousness, and may provide a way to relate consciousness to learning (Bryson, 2012). This strategy has been reasonably effective and has served as the basis for some significant results as outlined above. Arguments have been developed concerning the role of symbol grounding implemented as part of attention mechanisms in bridging lower and higher levels of representation and in accounting for intentionality and self-awareness. Further, the idea that copies of top-down attention control signals, or corollary discharges, are a neural correlate of consciousness has been proposed as an explanation for the sense of ownership that we experience concerning our own thoughts and actions. As with the other approaches to artificial consciousness that we have considered, work in this area has some substantial limitations. Some of the designs presented, while intriguing and creative, have not been implemented or tested against any sort of empirical data. Theories that essentially equate attention to consciousness do not yet provide a convincing explanation for why selecting information for representation as an activity pattern over a neural network makes that information conscious. More specific models that identify symbol grounding or corollary discharges as explanations for subjective experience fare better in this regard. However, while such features may correlate with intentionality, sense of ownership, and self-recognition, it remains an open question as to whether they actually have any causal role in creating conscious experience. Future work is needed to more clearly distinguish the selective information processing brought about by attention mechanisms, something that can plausibly be viewed as unconscious, from the properties of attention that give specific information access to conscious awareness.

4. Discussion

The pioneering work surveyed in this review has been done in spite of ongoing controversy about the nature of consciousness and our inability to even define consciousness adequately at present. While similar definitional issues exist with “intelligence” and “life” in the fields of AI and artificial life, this has not prevented substantial advances in those fields. However, consciousness remains much more mysterious today than these other concepts, and we do not yet have clear operational criteria for identifying the presence of machine consciousness (such as an analog of the Turing Test for machine intelligence). It even remains difficult to discuss consciousness, with great care needed in providing a precise and objective language that can handle subjective aspects of the topic. For example, arguments have been made that terms such as “phenomenal consciousness” are semantically flawed and thus unsuitable as a target of scientific research (Sloman, 2010). Those arguments build on suggestions that, regardless of terminology, the objective methods of science will never be able to unravel the basis of consciousness because of its subjective nature (McGinn, 2004).

In spite of these difficulties, work on artificial consciousness during the last two decades has been quite substantial. This review found that most of this work, regardless of whether it concerns simulated or instantiated consciousness, adopted one of five approaches/hypotheses as the key concept to use in creating computational models of consciousness. These approaches are the use of a global workspace to coordinate information processing by specialized modules, maximizing the capacity of a system to integrate information, development of a self-model that can be referenced by an agent’s cognitive system, use of a high-level representation for information, and adopting or extending attention mechanisms. Each of these approaches corresponds to a neural, cognitive or behavioral correlate of consciousness, and each represents a theoretical position about the fundamental importance of that correlate. Interestingly, these approaches are not mutually exclusive possibilities, but instead can be viewed as complementary hypotheses about how to get a handle on producing machine consciousness.

4.1. Conclusions

Based on this survey of past work involving artificial consciousness, three main conclusions seem appropriate.

First, during the last two decades computational modeling has become an effective and accepted methodology for scientifically studying consciousness, complementing more traditional approaches involving cognitive science and neuroscience. This is a major achievement, given the existing barriers to the study of consciousness in general that were outlined earlier in this paper. Like computer modeling in other fields, modeling the correlates of consciousness forces one to be very explicit in formulating a theory for implementation as a formal machine algorithm, it can reveal unexpected implications of research hypotheses, and it allows one to inspect the details of the underlying information processing that produces observable behaviors in ways that are not practical in cognitive science and neuroscience. While the field of artificial consciousness is still in its infancy, it is becoming respectable, with growing interest in its results.

Second, existing computational models have successfully captured a number of neurobiological, cognitive and behavioral correlates of conscious information processing as machine simulations. Put simply, it has been possible to develop what we have called simulated artificial consciousness. Scientifically this is extremely important. For example, it is providing a way to test whether theories about key neural correlates of consciousness, when implemented as computer models, can produce results in agreement with experimental data. In addition to this scientific significance, the development of simulated consciousness represents important progress towards producing machines that can exhibit external behaviors that are associated with human consciousness. For example, advances that have increased our capabilities to produce simulated consciousness in machines include new methods for automated reasoning about self-models, attention switching based on outcomes that do not match expectations, the development of robotic self-recognition, and recognition of the importance of symbol grounding as a bridge between low level neural computations and higher level symbolic reasoning. One does not have to believe that machines are “really conscious” to recognize that such advances may lead to future artificial agents that can reason more effectively and interact with people in more natural ways. Machines that are functionally self-aware or that can simulate a theory of mind could ultimately produce much more human like intelligent behavior than those that currently exist. It thus seems likely that simulated consciousness will play a significant role in future work on creating an artificial general intelligence.

Third, at the present time no existing approach to artificial consciousness has presented a compelling demonstration of instantiated
consciousness in a machine, or even clear evidence that instantiated machine consciousness will eventually be possible. While some investigators have claimed that the approach they are using is or could be the basis for a phenomenally conscious machine, none is currently generally accepted as having done so. The author of this review believes that none of the past studies examined, even when claimed otherwise, has yet provided a convincing argument for how the approach being studied would eventually lead to instantiated artificial consciousness. On the other hand, and more positively, no evidence has yet been presented (including by the work surveyed in this review) that instantiated machine consciousness could not one day ultimately be possible, a view that has been expressed by others (Koch, 2001). In substantial ways, we are at the same point today with artificial consciousness as Alan Turing was in 1950 regarding AI: there are many objections to the possibility of instantiated machine consciousness, but none are as yet compelling.

4.2. The future

Given the barriers to investigating artificial consciousness, it is not surprising that past work has been limited in a number of ways. The five different approaches that have dominated work in artificial consciousness so far bring to mind nothing so much as the parable of the blind men and the elephant. While the work done to date has been substantial, it has not adequately separated out the information processing (functional) aspects of consciousness from the phenomenal aspects that are associated with the “hard problem” of consciousness. Further, while each of the five core properties underlying past computational models does seem to correlate with consciousness, each also seems to err on the side of being overly encompassing. For example, global workspace theory appears to encompass past “blackboard models” in AI that are not intended to model consciousness (Erman et al., 1980; van der Velde & de Kamps, 2006), and integrated information theory encompasses certain attractor neural networks specifically constructed to have arbitrarily large $\phi$ coefficients but that seem unlikely to exhibit consciousness (Seth et al., 2006). As a result, at present it is not clear which, if any, of the five correlates of consciousness that past models have been founded on are potentially fundamental causative factors, and which are instead secondary aspects that will be readily explained once we have a better scientific understanding of the nature of consciousness. Further, several of the implementations that have been reviewed here involve fairly small systems that have undergone quite limited, if any, critical evaluation. This is especially problematic because some investigators view theories that apply to small networks (just as well as they do to large networks) as being inadequate models of consciousness (Herzog, Esfeld, & Gerstner, 2007).

Nonetheless, and in spite of these limitations and continuing philosophical discussion of the implausibility of creating an artificial mind (Swiatczak, 2011), the fundamental scientific importance of understanding consciousness provides a compelling reason for continued and even expanded research in this area. As long as the creation of machine consciousness remains a possibility, it seems very desirable to pursue a broad research program in this area. What might be promising issues for further research? One possibility is to examine the inter-relationships between the five approaches that have been studied so far. For example, how does global workspace theory relate to integrated information, and what is the relationship between the corollary discharge associated with control of attention and self-models? Work in this area would also benefit a great deal from closer ties with empirical investigations in cognitive psychology and neuroscience that could better relate the results of computational models to experimental data. This would be especially true if models can make novel testable predictions rather than just confirming compliance with experimental data that already exists. Some progress in this direction has already been made (for example, see Dehaene et al., 2003; Massimini et al., 2005).

Finally, given that most past work on machine consciousness has focused on the five approaches considered in this review, another important research direction is to explore additional approaches that may prove useful.

What would be the ethical implications if we were to be successful in producing an artifact possessing instantiated conscious, having subjective experiences and a mind in the same sense that a person does? The increasing plausibility that machine consciousness may eventually be achieved has led to a number of discussions of the rights such machines might merit and the ethics associated with intelligent machines in general (Lin, Abney, & Bekey, 2011; Tonkens, 2009; White, 2012). However, historically the most prominent concern has been the existential threat that such an event might pose to humanity – the so-called “Terminator Scenario” – that continues to be a recurring theme in contemporary science fiction. Of course, science fiction is, first and foremost, fiction. Nonetheless, the science fiction literature considered as a whole also reflects our shared, collective imagination about the future of science and technology. When it comes to the future of machine consciousness, most people are primarily familiar with the darker aspects of the science fiction literature, such as the Terminator movie series in which Skynet, upon becoming conscious, destroys civilization, or the recent novel Robopocalypse with a similar theme, or Philip Dick’s 1968 story Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep that inspired the movie Blade Runner. It is therefore surprising to many people that there is probably an equal amount of less sensational science fiction literature about the benefits of conscious machines to humanity, such as Robert Heinlein’s The Moon is a Harsh Mistress, Isaac Asimov’s Bicentennial Man, and Robert Sawyer’s recent www Trilogy. It seems that our collective imagination as represented in this literature is actually fairly evenly split concerning whether phenomenally conscious machines would destroy us or would be an enormous benefit to humanity.

In recent years, speculation on the implications of conscious machines has been receiving increasing attention from scientific investigators and others who are decidedly not concerned with fiction. Here again, one finds remarkably different views. On the one hand, a number of organizations have emerged that are attempting to assess the long term dangers/benefits of AI to humanity, including machines with super-human intelligence and artificial consciousness (Singularity Institute, Lifeboat Foundation, etc.), and to ameliorate any perceived risks involved. Given predictions of a forthcoming Technological Singularity that may be associated with super-intelligent and conscious machines that pose an existential threat to humanity (Chalmers, 2010; Kurzweil, 2005; Vinge, 1993), this seems like a prudent step.

On the other hand, a technological breakthrough producing machine consciousness may simply be a natural aspect of evolution that could lead to substantial benefits to humanity. For example, it has been speculated that developing an understanding of machine consciousness could enable us to copy a conscious human mind into a machine, thereby enormously expanding the duration of a person’s mental life (Goetzl & Ikle, 2012). At least it could lead to more effective and natural human–machine interactions, and to a deeper understanding of natural consciousness, perhaps even shedding light on various neurological and psychiatric disorders.

The current author’s opinion is that instantiated/phenomenal machine consciousness will almost certainly be achieved, perhaps...
as soon as in the next two or three decades. A critical prerequisite for this will be a deeper understanding of consciousness as it occurs in people and (presumably) animals. Until we understand the fundamental biological and physical basis for how the human brain relates to our own conscious awareness, it will remain very difficult to create artifacts that truly model or support analogous artificial conscious states. Research in cognitive psychology and neuroscience that is attempting to provide a better understanding of natural consciousness has been accelerating in recent years. Once an improved understanding occurs, advances in machine consciousness will probably be very rapid, and as Samuel Butler suggested over 140 years ago, possibly inevitable.
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4 Based on projections of increasing computer memory size, it has been argued that machines will have sufficient memory to become self-aware by 2029 (Buttazzo, 2008). Coincidently, this is the year that the fictional Skynet is to be activated.